
INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

BOB quickly finishes his last line, circles his answer with a 
broad stroke and puts a period down with force. Confidently 
he flips the pages back on his test, picks up his bag, and 
hands his test to the PROFESSOR. Quietly smiling to himself, 
he walks out into and gives a silent fist pump as he clears 
the doorway into --

MATCH CUT TO:

INT. DORM ROOM - DAY

His ROOMMATE, is standing with a console controller in his 
hands, the look of furious concentration upon his face. As 
Bob approaches him, Roommate throws his hands up in 
frustration and drops to a slumped position in the couch 
behind him. As Bob steps up to the couch, Roommate offers up 
the controller to him. Bob quickly jumps to action and is 
quickly engaged in the same problematic situation but emerges 
victorious. Roommate chuckles as Bob hands the controller 
back. Bob picks up a blazer and tosses it on before entering 
the doorway into --

MATCH CUT TO:

INT. CROWDED BAR - NIGHT

-- and reaches forward to grab a drink from awaiting FRIENDS 
at some tables. The Friends motion to the bar. Bob spies the 
TWO GIRLS and nods back at his Friends in casual acceptance 
of the task. Carving through the crowd, Bob nudges his way up 
to the bar next to the Two Girls and makes cursory eye 
contact followed with a nod and a hello. Bob signals to the 
BARMAN for two drinks, which are promptly delivered. Bob 
offers the drinks to the Two Girls along with perhaps a 
proposition or a line or two. In embarrassed giggles, the Two 
Girls are not game but walk away with his drinks anyway. 
Defeated, but still upbeat, Bob shrugs and walks back to his 
Friends who are now taken with furious laughter. Consoling 
slaps on the back are rewards for his effort.

MATCH CUT TO:

INT. CORRIDOR - DAY

Bob with his school bag over his shoulder, looks up at a 
poster for “Life Camp”.

FADE TO WHITE.



INT. SECOND CLASSROOM - DAY

Bob is standing among other CAMPERS circled around a long 
table filled with fruits, vegetables, and organic health food 
products. Bob is handling a package of health food with 
interest while nodding at the words of wisdom being served by 
the LECTURER.

INT. THIRD CLASSROOM - DAY

Bob is sitting in a circle of chairs filled with Campers. The 
SAD CAMPER next to him seems to be sharing a grim story. The 
look of unease and awkwardness is shared amongst the faces 
around him with the exception of Bob who wears a look of 
understanding. Bob puts his hand on Sad Camper’s shoulder and 
makes a comment suggesting Bob too has been in that 
situation, but with a much more humiliating outcome. Bob’s 
embarrassing anecdote reveals a smile from Sad Camper and the 
animated punch line draws a chuckle from Sad Camper as well 
as open laughter from the other Campers.

FADE TO WHITE.

EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - DAY

Bob is standing and holding a booklet in his hands. 

BOB (V.O.)
Everyone came to “Life Camp” for a 
different reason. And I can’t say 
we all left the same. But what I 
can say is, I’ve made some new 
friends and I’ve left becoming a 
little more conscious about my 
life, the people around me, and my 
surroundings.

The booklet is revealed as the “Life Camp” handbook. Bob jogs 
off to join his Friends. They walk off, jostling one another. 
Back to life as usual for Bob, with a little something more.
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